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1. Which two types of reports can be created for Microsoft Dynamics CRM?
   A. comma separated value (CSV) files
   B. Microsoft Office Excel
   C. Microsoft Office Access
   D. SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS)
   Answer: B,D
   Explanation:

2. You specify a response type of Option Set (Picklist) in the prompt and response step for a dialog box. What is the maximum number of items that a user can select as part of the response?
   A. All items
   B. Three
   C. The number defined in the dialog's prompt and response step
   D. One
   Answer: D

3. The Xrm.Page object provides a namespace container for which three objects in Microsoft Dynamics CRM? Each correct answer presents part of the solution.
   A. data
   B. context
   C. crmForm
   D. ui
   Answer: A,B,C
   Explanation:
   Ref: http://msdynamicscrmblog.wordpress.com/2013/12/14/javascript-references-in-microsoft-dynamics-crm-2013/

4. You are working with entity classes in a Microsoft Dynamics CRM plug-in. You use late binding. Which entity attribute name should you use?
   A. DisplayName
   B. DisplayCollectionName
   C. LogicalName
   D. SchemaName
   Answer: C

5. Which execution context object method returns a value that indicates the order in which the event handler is executed?
   A. getSharedvariable
   B. getEventSour
   C. getDepth
   D. getContext
   Answer: C

6. In a Microsoft Dynamics CRM on-premises environment, you are creating a custom XAML workflow library in a XAML workflow project by using Microsoft Visual Studio.
   You add a new XAML workflow activity item to the project and specify a name for the process you are creating. Which reference item should you add to the XAML workflow library in order for it to compile successfully?
   A. System.Runtime.InteropServices
B. System.Reflection  
C. System.Runtime.Serialization  
D. System.Runtime.CompilerServices

Answer: C

7. Which method should you use to return an object in the form representing an iFrame or web resource?

A. getServerUrl  
B. getClientUrl  
C. prependOrgName  
D. getObject

Answer: D

8. Which Microsoft Dynamics CRM web resource is used to validate data that is entered in a text box?

A. XML  
B. HTML  
C. CSS  
D. JavaScript

Answer: D

9. Which method is used to retrieve the values from a non-global OptionSet attribute?

A. RetrieveOptionSetRequest  
B. RetrieveRequest  
C. RetrieveEntityRequest  
D. RetrieveAttributeRequest

Answer: D

10. You are working on a Microsoft Dynamics CRM deployment in a single organization. Which service provides the information required to access the organization endpoint?

A. Asynchronous Service  
B. Organization Service  
C. Organization Data Service  
D. Discovery Service

Answer: D
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